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Abstract—There are many difficulties in the purification of raw
components and products. However, researchers are seeking better
ways for purification. One of the recent methods is extraction using
supercritical fluids. In this study, the phase equilibria of benzoic acid
-supercritical carbon dioxide system were investigated. Regarding the
phase equilibria of this system, the modeling of solid-supercritical
fluid behavior was performed using the Perturbed-Chain Statistical
Association Fluid Theory (PC-SAFT) and Peng-Robinson equations
of state (PR EoS). For this purpose, five PC-SAFT EoS parameters
for pure benzoic acid were obtained using its experimental vapor
pressure. Benzoic acid has association sites and the behavior of the
benzoic acid-supercritical fluid system was well predicted using both
equations of state, while the binary interaction parameter values for
PR EoS were negative. Genetic algorithm, which is one of the most
accurate global optimization algorithms, was also used to optimize
the pure benzoic acid parameters and the binary interaction
parameters. The AAD% value for the PC-SAFT EoS, were 0.22 for
the carbon dioxide-benzoic acid system.

Keywords—Supercritical fluids, Solubility, Solid, PC-SAFT
EoS, Genetic algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION

I

N the past decades, the chemical industries are forced to
reduce the waste of chemicals, environmental pollution, and
energy consumption in different processes [1]-[3]. The ideal
condition for an environmental chemical process is one in
which no solvent is used but most of the chemical processes
are solvent-dependent. The supercritical fluids are green
solvents which can be used [4]-[6]. The increasing demands of
the various industries to solvents which can be rapidly
extracted and reused and also solvents which have
environmental and economical advantages, are the main points
for the use of supercritical fluids [5], [7]. One of the
applications of supercritical fluids is the extraction of solid
materials using supercritical fluids in which has attracted a lot
of attention in various disciplines such as pharmaceutical
industries, food industries, oil industries, and etc. Because of
the unusual properties of supercritical fluids near their critical
point, the density of them could change from gas- like to
liquid-like and vice versa [8]-[12]. The transitional feature and
the solvency power of these types of fluids are, respectively,
like gases (high penetration and low viscosity) and the liquid
solvents. The choice of supercritical solvent is the main issue
in designing a supercritical fluid extraction process [10]-[14].
By choosing an appropriate solvent, the operational costs
would decrease and the purity of the products would increase.

The solvent should be cheap, non-toxic, non-flammable, and
should have an appropriate critical level and solubility. Having
all the conditions, carbon dioxide is preferred to other
supercritical fluids. It should be added that other fluids such as
ethane and ethylene which have low critical temperature and
pressure also have been emphasized [15], [16].
As it was mentioned above, the dissolution process of
supercritical fluids is like the liquids and the transitional and
penetration properties are like the gases; therefore, the phase
extraction and separation would be much faster than the
situation in which the typical extraction process takes place
[12], [17].
In the studies carried out on extraction by means of
supercritical fluids, various equations of states have been
used- some of them were semi-empirical. These models do not
need supercritical properties for estimating the solubility;
however, due to the high pressure condition, the semiempirical equations could not anticipate the solubility of solids
appropriately [18]-[20]. Because of the calculation simplicity
of the cubic equation of state, several scholars have used it in
the modeling of supercritical solid- fluid. However, at high
pressure, these types of equations also have difficulties
originating from the weak molecular bases.
Recently, several equations of state have been proposed
based on the statistical thermodynamics, since they play a
significant role in modeling and simulation of thermodynamic
systems. The so-called SAFT EoS, present a state of the
molecule which is close to the real one [21], [22]. The
applications of these types of equations in studying the
supercritical fluid-solid systems have attracted a lot of
attention and have presented relatively good results [23], [24].
In this work, the solubility of benzoic acid in carbon
dioxide has been studied using the PC-SAFT EoS. The
simulation results were also compared with the PR EoS.
II. THERMODYNAMIC MODELING
In this section, the equilibrium of a pure solid (species 1;
solute) with the supercritical phase containing the species 1
(the solute) and a supercritical solvent (species 2), which is
assumed not to be solved in solid phase, will be studied. Since
the species 2 is the main species of the supercritical phase, it is
usually called the solvent. Since Species 2 does not distribute
between the two phases, therefore, a single equation of phase
equilibrium for the system could be written:
Supercritical

solid
fPure
= f1
1
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The fugacity of the solid phase can be calculated by [25]:
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solid
= φsat
Psat
fPure
1 exp[
1
1

Psat
1

vs1

]

(2)

In which the Psat is the saturation or sublimation pressure at
the system temperature vs is the molar volume of the solid, R
is the universal gas constant, and φsat is the fugacity
coefficient of the pure solute at the sublimation temperature
which is usually assumed to be one.
If the molar volume of the solid is assumed to be a weak
function of pressure, the (2) will be [25]:
solid
fPure
= φsat
Psat
1 exp(
1
1

vs1 (P Psat
1 )
RT

)

(3)
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and the fugacity of the species 1 in supercritical phase would
be [25]:
Supercritical

f1

= y1 φSupercritical
1

(4)

In which P is the system pressure and φSupercritical
is the
1
fugacity coefficient of the species 1 in the supercritical phase.
The combination of (3) and (4) and calculating them by
considering y would result to [25]:
y1 =

Psat
1

E1

(5)

Since E1 is usually larger than unity, it is called
enhancement factor which is equal to [25]:
E1 =

φsat
1
Supercritical
φ1

exp(

Since 1980s, when the SAFT EoS was presented by
Chapman et al, the different terms used in this equation have
undergone several changes and some other terms were also
added to it with respect to the type of systems to be studied
[28].
In 2001, Gross and Sadowski proposed the perturbed hardchain model of the SAFT EoS which is known as PC-SAFT
EoS. In this model, the reference fluid, the selected hard
sphere, and the perturbed theory of the Barker and Henderson
selected from the second term, was added. The PC-SAFT EoS
is based on the fact that the Helmholtz energy could be
introduced as a set of individual statements in which not only
the effects of short range repulsive forces and long range
gravity forces have been considered but also two chemical
bond and intermolecular associations were added. The general
form of the equation will be [29]:

vs1 (P Psat
1 )
)
RT

(6)

Ares
NkT

Ahs

= NkT +

Adisp
NkT

+

Achain
NkT

+

Aassoc
NkT

(8)

IV. RESULTS
The CO2- benzoic acid system was studied in this work.
The results of our calculations have been presented in Figs. 1
and 2. Having hydrogen bonding, the benzoic acid has
association sites. At low pressures, the solubility of solids in
supercritical fluids is low and as the pressure increases, the
solubility also increases due to the increase in the
enhancement factor and density of supercritical CO2. The two
equations of state appropriately determined the solubility of
benzoic acid in the supercritical CO2.Also, in Fig. 1, despite
the large scattering of experimental data, PC-SAFT EoS
predicted the system behavior very well.

Using φsat and φSupercritical , E1 would indicate that vapor
phase is non-ideal and by means of Poynting factor, it would
indicate the effect of pressure on solid fugacity [25]. The Psat
in (5) and (6) is calculated by Antoine equation.
ln Psat = A

B
T K

(7)

C

φSupercritical should be calculated using an equation of state.
III. EQUATION OF STATE
The equation of state plays a significant role in engineering
designing. Demanding the least amount of data, cubic
equations of state are the simplest type of equations in
modeling the solubility [26]. In this paper, the PR EoS has
been chosen among the cubic equations of state. This equation
only needs the critical properties and a centric factor of the
components [27]. The physical properties of benzoic acid and
carbon dioxide have been presented in Table I.

Fig. 1 Solubility of benzoic acid in supercritical CO2, T = 318.15 K

TABLE I
THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE COMPOUNDS USED IN THIS WORK
T

Compound
Benzoic acid
CO2

751
304.2

P
44.7
73.83

v
0.603
0.224

96.5
-

Ref
[18]
[25]
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Fig. 2 Solubility of benzoic acidin supercritical CO2, T = 328.15 K
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the solubility of benzoic acid in supercritical
carbon dioxide was studied. The solubility results were
presented versus pressure at constant temperatures in terms of
the mole fraction of the solid in the supercritical phase.
Using the PR and the PC-SAFT as the two equations of
state, modeling and simulation of systems were carried out.
The constants of the PC-SAFT EoS for benzoic acid with the
association bonds, was calculated and other parameters of
benzoic acid were used from the previous articles. The results
of simulations indicated that the PC-SAFT EoS, which has a
stronger basis and theory than the PR EoS, has a better
matching with the experimental data. The two equations of
state need the kij parameter to calculate the behavior of
systems with components having the association bond.
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